
Closing Up Your Garden 
Please be sure that all of your garden systems are closed up before you leave for the summer.   

 
Outdoor Raised Bed: 

1. Harvest all of the remaining produce from the outdoor raised bed.  
2. Remove any weeds that are present. 
3. Cover with black plastic and use landscape pins to pin down the ends, middle, and sides of the 

plastic.   
4. Add some pavers or large rocks on top of the plastic to keep the wind from pulling the landscape pins 

out.   
5. If there is an issue with vandalism at your site, you may want to take your white hoops off of your bed 

and store them in your classroom.   
6. The black plastic is important because it will keep your garden free of weeds and pests over the 

summer.  Then in August, all you will need to do is roll back the plastic, mix up your soil, and you are 
ready to plant.  Please be sure to fold up this black plastic and store for use the following May.  This 
item will not be replaced each year.   

7. Be sure to clean and fold up your fabric row covers and clips and store them for the following year. 
These items will not be replaced each year.  

 
8. Be sure to clean and fold up your fabric row covers and clips and store them for the following year. 

These items will not be replaced each year.  
 

Row Cover Cleaning  
Row cover can be washed by hand in a sink or large tub of hot soapy water and then rinsed a few times in 
clear water. Or you can wash it in a washing machine on the gentle or delicate cycle. It’s best to dry it in the 
sun as it will also help disinfect it and brighten it. 
 

See the back for instructions for cleaning indoor systems 
 
 
 
 

Indoor Grow Stations  
Cleaning your AeroGarden 
Start by dismantling your garden and cleaning out your indoor plants and any leftover roots. Roots can grow 
into the filter, so be sure to clean it out and reinstall after you’ve finished cleaning the bowl. If the filter looks 



too worn, replace the filter to prolong the life of your pump. Be careful not to throw away your filter by 
accident! It’s easy to do when removing plant roots.  

After clearing out the roots, you should clean and sanitize your AeroGarden® hydroponics growing system to 
help prevent the growth of root pathogens that can destroy your live plants. There are various ways to clean 
your garden:  

If you have a dishwasher: 

● Put your grow deck and bowl in the top rack of the dishwasher. 
● Run through a warm or cold water cycle (do not use a hot water or heat dry cycle). 
● Reassemble to start your next round of gardening. 

If you don’t have a dishwasher: 

● Fill the bowl with either water and a ¼ cup of chlorine bleach OR 5 cups of distilled white vinegar (no 
need to use water if you’re using the vinegar). Vinegar also helps prevent and clean up mineral 
deposits in your garden. 

● Let the water pump or aerator circulate the solution for 5 minutes. 
● Empty the solution, rinse well, and then fill with clear water (no bleach). 
● Allow the pump or aerator to circulate the clear water for 5 minutes. 
● Empty and rinse once more to ensure that all solution is rinsed from the bowl. 

Cleaning the Grow Deck 

Sometimes roots will grow through the nozzles on the grow deck and prevent proper water flow. Separating and 
cleaning the grow deck of any stray roots can help keep the water flowing efficiently. The grow deck can be 
separated on almost all AeroGarden® models. 

First, remove the grow deck from the bowl of your AeroGarden® and place it upside-down on a flat surface. 
Locate the tabs on the underside of the deck and push the tabs inward and down. The tabs are flexible and 
designed to be separated. Use a scrub brush or similar cleaning tool to remove the roots and any other debris 
from the grow deck. Snap back together in place. 

      For your LED light and seed starting trays:   
1. Clean trays and potting cups with soap and water (they are also top shelf dishwasher safe). 
2. Remove the sides of the LED light and place back into the box with the light panel.  
3. Store all of the potting cups, the timer, plug, and extension cord, trays and lights in a cabinet or 

storage tote.  If you have any extra potting mix, fertilizer, or seeds please store them with these other 
supplies.  

 
 
 
 


